
TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

This tutorial contains general engineering report writing guidelines only. For specific assignment, unit or departmental
requirements, see your unit guide.

This guide offers a general introduction to report writing; be sure also to take account of specific instructions
provided by your department. WEEK 6: Mid-Quarter formative evaluation of Service-Learning Writing:
Proposal for final project Readings: research and writing, continued Journal Focus: Use techniques for
observing and recording behavioral and attitudinal elements as you reflect on your service experience. For
further guidance check your departmental handbook and the Student Learning Centre guide: Referencing and
Bibliographies. Excessive use of 'cut and paste' leads to tedious repetition and sloppy writing. In some reports,
particularly in science subjects, separate headings for Methods and Results are used prior to the main body
Discussion of the report as described below. Do all the reading for the course Text: A reference for the skills
and concepts needed to sustain a work community and to create technical documents, essays ,and other peer
work 3. Your job in this unit then is define the following: Report topic: Decide what subject you are going to
write on; narrow it as much as possible. Two of the reasons why reports are used as forms of written
assessment are: to find out what you have learned from your reading, research or experience; to give you
experience of an important skill that is widely used in the work place. You want your report to have hard
factual data in it. Finally, this class will rely on your discussion and participation. For information on use,
customization, or copies, e-mail davidm austin. There are various fields, for example, on Computer
Programming or MBA that you can be tested on, one of them is writing a report. For a standard report, you
should use font size 12 and style Times New Roman because it is legible and clear. After you have completed
with the first draft, you need to revise it to pinpoint where changes need to be done. It tells the readers what
the report is about, and summarise the recommendations. The early, short assignment involving instructions or
descriptions and the like give you practice using headings, lists, notices, and graphics; in handling numbers
and abbreviations; and of course in producing good, clear, well-organized writing. Fuzzy topics. The key to
writing an effective report is to allocate time for planning and preparation. Remember that the word technical
refers to any body of specialized knowledge. Stage Two: Gathering and selecting information Once you are
clear about the purpose of your report, you need to begin to gather relevant information. The concluding
chapter should include an overview of the main ideas discussed in the report. When you proofread your work,
you will also discover points that are missing in your report which are essential in that topic and you can make
necessary adjustments. Some are a little more difficult than others; that's where your instructor can help. You
probably want to present your report in the best possible light. You will not necessarily be required to use all
of the headings described above, nor will they necessarily be in the order given here. You should list down the
topics and ideas of what your report is to cover randomly. It is not enough to simply present the information
you have gathered; you must relate it to the problem or issue described in the report brief. Remember that this
is a writing course, not a course in engineering, nursing, science, electronics, or the like. Consider how long
each stage is likely to take and divide the time before the deadline between the different stages. Binding â€”
when joining your report, you can staple it at the top left if it does not comprise of many pages. What social
issues impact the work of your agency?


